New Patient Reptile Information Form
Please fill out the following form in as much detail as possible
What species is your reptile?
Where was your reptile obtained?
Was your pet wild-caught or captive-bred?
Is your pet male, female, or unknown?
How long has your reptile been in your possession?
Describe your reptile’s diet in detail. Include the brand name of any commercial food fed, all species of
insects offered, all species/types of animal prey offered , all types of plant material offered, how often
each type of food is offered, and which foods are eaten and how frequently.

Is your pet offered live prey?

Yes

No

When was the last time your pet ate?

When was the last time your pet had a bowel movement?

What are the dimensions of your pet’s cage? Include height, width and depth.

If your pet is an aquatic species, what is the depth of the water? Is there a haul-out area?

What is the substrate (flooring or bedding) in your pet’s cage?

What is the temperature at the cool end of your pets’ cage?
The warm end?

The basking area?

Water temperature? (aquatic species only)

Is there a UVB light in the cage? If so, how often is it changed?

What is the percent humidity in your pet’s cage?

How is water offered? Is there a bowl large enough for your pet to soak in if they want?

Are there any other pets in your home? If so, how many, what species, and do they share a cage with or
interact with your reptile? If your pet shares a cage with other reptiles, how do the sizes of all the
reptiles in the cage compare?

Have you noticed your pet sitting with his/her mouth open in the past two weeks?

Have you seen your pet sitting with his/her nose pointed up (“stargazing”) in the past two weeks?

Have you seen any changes in walking/crawling/swimming in your pet in the past two weeks?

